Introduction
This paper proposes the generalization of the binary (strong) Goldbach's Conjectures (BGC) 35 [1,2,3][4,5,6,7], briefly called "the Vertical Binary Goldbach's Conjecture" (VBGC), which is essentially a meta- 36 conjecture, as VBGC states an infinite number of conjectures stronger than BGC, which all apply on "iterative" 37 primes with recursive prime indexes named "i-primeths" in this article, as derived from the concept of 38 generalized "primeths", a term first introduced in 1995 by N. J. A. Sloane and Robert G. Wilson in their 39 "primeth recurrence" concept in their array of integers indexed as A007097 (formerly M0734) [8] in The 40 Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences (Oeis.org); the term "primeth" was then used from 1999 by Neil 41 Fernandez in his "The Exploring Primeness Project" [9]). The "i-primeth" concept is the generalization with 42 iteration order 0 i  of the known "higher-order prime numbers" (alias "super-prime numbers", "super-prime 43 numbers", "super-primes", " super-primes" or "prime-indexed primes[PIPs]") as a subset of (simple or recursive) 44 primes with (also) prime indexes, with i x P being the x-th i-primeth, with iteration order 0 i  , as noted in this 45 paper and explained later on. 46 VBGC was discovered in 2007 and perfected until 2017 by using the arrays ( p S and , ip S ) of Matrices P that numbers the primes is bijective).
50
The author of this article also brings in a S-M-synthesis of some Goldbach-like conjectures (GLC) 51 (including those which are "stronger" than BGC) and a new class of GLCs "stronger" than BGC, from which 52 VBGC (which is essentially a variant of BGC applied on a serial array of subsets of i-primeths with a general 53 iteration order 0 i  ) distinguishes as a very important conjecture of primes (with potential importance in the 54 optimization of the BGC experimental verification and other possible useful theoretical and practical 55 applications in mathematics [including cryptography and fractals] and physics [including crystallography and 56 M-Theory]), and a very special self-similar property of the primes subset of N (noted/abbreviated as or 57 *  as explained later on in this paper).
58
Primes (which are considered natural numbers [positive integers] >1 that each has no positive divisors 59
other than 1 and itself by the latest modern conventional definition, as number 1 is a special case [10, 11] which 60 is considered neither prime nor composite, but the unit of all integers) are conjectured (by BGC) to have a 61 sufficiently dense and (sufficiently) uniform distribution in N , so that:
62
(1) any natural even number 2 , 1 n with n  can be splitted in at least one Goldbach 63 partition/pair(GP)corresponding to at least one Goldbach index-partition (GIP) [12] 64 OR 65
(2) any positive integer 1 n  can be expressed as the arithmentic average of at least one pair of         . Originally, Goldbach considered that number 1 was the first prime: although still 88 debated until present, today the mainstream considers that number 1 is neither prime or composite, but the 89 unity of all the other integers. [10, 11] . However, in respect to the first "ternary" formulation of GC (TGC) (which 90 was re-formulated by Euler as the BGC and also demonstrated by the same Euler to be stronger than TGC, as 91 TGC is a consequence of BGC), the author of this article also defines 0 proposed by Oliveira e Silva [12] . The existence of (at least) a triplet   ,, n x y for each even integer 2 n  (as 105 BGC claims) may suggest that BGC is profoundly connected to the generic primality (of any x P and y P ) and, 106 more specifically, argues that GC is in fact a property of PD in N (and a property of *  as composed of 107 indexed/numbered elements). The most important property of Primes and PD and is that 108 GC (uncertainly "stronger" or "weaker" conjectures) as they claim "more" but also "less" than GC 206 does (although they may be globally weaker and easier to formally prove than GC). 207 208 *** 209 210
Other variants of the (generic) Goldbach Conjecture (GC) and GLCs include the statements that: 211 212 1. "[…] Every [integer] number that is greater than 2 is the sum of three primes" (Goldbach's original 213 conjecture formulated in 1742, sometimes called the "Ternary" Goldbach conjecture (TGC), 214 written in a June 7, 1742 letter to Euler) (which is equivalent to: "every integer >2 is the sum of at 215 least one triad of primes*", *with the specification that number 1 was also considered a prime by 216 the majority of mathematicians contemporary to Goldbach, which is no longer the case now]"). 217
This (first) variant of GC (TGC) can be formulated using (ternary) Since BGC (as originally reformulated by Euler) contains the obvious triviality that there are 226 infinite many even positive integers of form 2 p p p  (with p being any prime), the non-227 trivial BGC (ntBGC) sub-variant that shall be treated in this paper (alias "BGC" or "ntBGC") is that: 228 "every even integer 6 n  is the sum of at least one pair of distinct odd primes" [20, 21] sum of at least one triad of distinct primes") (this is a conjecture stronger than TGC, but weaker 257 than BGC as it is implied by BGC). This stronger version of TGC (sTGC) can also be formulated 258 using (ternary) . LC is stronger than TGC, but weaker than BGC. LC 267 also has an extension formulated by Kiltinen J. and Young P. (alias the "refined Lemoine 268 8 conjecture" [30]), which is stronger than LC, but weaker than BGC and won't be discussed in this 269 article (as this paper mainly focuses on those GLCs stronger than BGC). LC can be formulated 270 using (ternary, not binary) There are also a number of (relative recently discovered) GLCs stronger than BGC (and implicitly 283 stronger than TGC), that can also be synthesized using , pn M concept: these stronger GLCs (as VBGC also is) 284 are tools that can inspire new strategies of finding a formal proof for BGC, as I shall try to demonstrate next. 285 Additionally, there are some arguments that Twin Prime Conjecture (TPC) [32] may be also (indirectly) related 286
to BGC as part of a more extended and profound conjecture [17] [33, 34, 35] , so that any new clue for BGC 287 formal proof may also help in TPC (formal) demonstration. Moreover, TPC may be weaker (and possibly easier 288 to proof) than BGC (at least regarding the efforts towards the final formal proof) as the superior limit of the 289 primes gap was recently "pushed" to be ≤246 [36], but the Chen's Theorem I (that "every sufficiently large 290 even number can be written as the sum of either 2 primes, OR a prime and a semiprime [the product of just 2 291 primes]" [37, 38, 39] ) has not been improved since a long time (at least by the set of proofs that are accepted in 292 the present by the mainstream) except Cai's new proved theorem published in 2002 ("There exists a natural 293 number N such that every even integer n larger than N is a sum of a prime ≤ n 0.95 and a semi-prime" [40,41], a 294 theorem which is a similar but a weaker statement than LC that hasn't a formal proof yet There is also a remarkable set of original conjectures (many of them stronger than BGC and/or TPC) 330 originally proposed by Sun Zhi-Wei [1, 2] [45,46], a set from which I shall cite The definition of the generalized "i-primeths" concept * i  . This paper chooses to use the term 377 "primeth(s)" because this is the shortest and also the most suggestive of all the alternatives [6] used until now 378 (as the "th" suffix includes, by abbreviation, the idea of "index of primes"). "Primeths" were originally defined 379 as a subset of primes with (also) prime indexes (with the numbering of the elements of *  starting from [6] Alternative terms for "primeths": "higher-order prime numbers", "superprime numbers", "super-prime numbers", "super-primes", " superprimes" or "prime-indexed primes[PIPs]" (URL-OEIS page)
12
The elements of the generalized set of i-primeths ... was also submitted to OEIS, reviewed and 471 approved as A282251 [8] integers and was also proposed to OEIS, BUT rejected in the meantime, with the main 510 argument that OEIS doesn't accept conjectured meta-sequences (the sequence of f 511 values was considered "too ambitious") and that it hadn't an "appropriate form", 512
although OEIS doesn't mention this (main) exclusion-criterion (applied to VBGC f[a,b] 513 meta-sequence) explicitly in their publishing policy [9] . 2564 , 40 306 , 125 771 , 1 765 126 ,  F=  6 204 163 , 32 050 472 161 352 166 , 260 535 479 which has an 516 exponential (relatively) compact pattern such as: 517 1 , 7.8 , 10.6 , 11.7 , 14.4 , 15.6 , 17.3 18.9 19.4 2 564 , 40 306 , 125 771 , 1 765 126 , f a b n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n M n n n n n n n n n n n ? ?
? ? n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n 0  0,1  2,0  0,2  3,0  0,3  4,0  0,4  5,0  0,5   0,1  1,0  1,1  2,1  1,2  3,1  1,3  4,1  1,4  5,1  1,5   0,2  2,0  1,2  2,1  2,2  3,2  2,3  4,2  2,4  5,2  2,5   0,3  3,0  1,3  3,1  2,3  3,2  3,3  4,3  3,4  5,3 , f a b n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n ME LN n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n   
×10
in 556 which each element is strictly larger than its correspondent element from sub-field in which other conjectures may be hypothesized to also have vertical generalizations applied 740 on i-primeths. For example, a hypothetical vertical Polignac's conjecture (a "minus" version of BGC: 741 "for any positive even number n, there are infinitely many prime gaps of size n" or "there are infinitely 742 many cases of two consecutive prime numbers with difference n") may speed up the searching 743 algorithms to find very large primes (smaller but closest to a chosen positive integer superior limit 744 m ). 745 746 747 748 749 750 I would like to express all my sincere gratitude and appreciation to all my mathematics, physics, 751 chemistry and medicine teachers for their support and fellowship throughout the years, which provided 752 substantial and profound inner motivation for the redaction and completion of this manuscript. I would also 753 like to emphasize my friendship with George Anescu (physicist and mathematician) who helped me verify 754 VBGC up to n=10 10 by creating a much more rapid (by also using parallel programming) and robust software in 755
Visual C++ for this purpose, as an alternative to my first (relatively slow) software created in Visual Basic. 756
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